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Welcome!

Hear ye, hear ye
Requirements for hosting UnifiMD
UnifiMD is expanding!
Staff pet pic!

Welcome to the sixth edition of our UnifiMD
monthly newsletter, powered by CHS! Inside we
will discuss...

HEAR YE, HEAR YE... 6
MONTHS FOR FREE!

Document Management Module 

Yes, it is completely free with no
obligations
Yes, that includes: the license, the
install, the implementation, the
training and the support
Yes, Mike has gone crazy
After the fact, if they decide to
keep it, all they are responsible to
pay for is $49 retail per month per
provider
Offer expires June 30th
Run to tell ALL your customers!!

I am sure by now you have caught a
glimpse of one (or two) of my emails
about our 6 month free trial of our
document management module. If
you haven't, then take my emails out
of the auto file email option please
because you are going to continue to
miss out on all our goodies! Here is
the skinny on that:

 



Microsoft Windows Server
2016 or newer
SQL Server 2016 Standard
or newer (not express)
8 GB of RAM per 5-user
client database
Local Storage on SSD disks
in a RAID10 configuration
for SQL databases
Processing power equivalent
to 3.5 GHz Core CPU

Requirements for
providing UnifiMD in a
multi-tenant environment

 
UnifiMD may be installed in a
multi-tenant environment where
multiple entities can share
resources like SQL, Terminal
Servers, and Web Servers, while
remaining independent separate
installations. UnifiMD Databases
and Services may be installed on
a physical or virtual server. Here
are the Baseline Requirements
for a 1 Dr, 5-user practice:

Provision a dedicated server
available for the UnifiMD SQL
Server. This server will also run
the UnifiMD Interface Services.
Do not allow end-users to log on
to the database server.   

Just For Fun
Pet of the month... 

This is 8 year old English Bulldog,

Doc.  Doc was born in Corbin, KY

and moved in with his family at 8

weeks old.  His litter was named

after the 7 dwarves. He was the

smallest and the shyest, which is

what made mom pick him.  Doc's

hobbies are napping, eating nom

noms and being his Mommy's

best friend!! 

From  Laura - 
your CHS  Medical Billing Specialist

Acquisition - This month
we will be announcing
our acquisition of
Medisoft VAR,
Computerized Business
Systems, (Harry and
Rachael Selent) from FL!

New UnifiMD Partner
who sells TotalMD in TN

New UnifiMD Partner
who sells Medisoft in FL

New UnifiMD Partner
who sells Lytec in NY

New UnifiMD Partner
who owns a billing
service in MA.

New Silver VAR in GA
who sells TotalMD and
Medisoft and is also a
UnifiMD Partner

UnifiMD is expanding!

Our UnifiMD Partner
Channel is growing like
weeds lately!! Since last
month, we have had these
new additions to the family:

8 GB of RAM on a
common SQL server
8 GB of RAM on the
Remote Desktop server
10 GB of Disk space per
year of use (plus scan)
Processor allocation
varies
Practice List and
Registration 

CHS recommends TSPrint,
TSScan TSWebcam to
provider remote printing,
scanning and webcam
functionality. Remote
Desktop access must be via
a private VPN tunnel.
Requirements per Client
Entity, 1 Dr 5-user practice:

The Virtual Host Server
must have at least 24 GB
memory. 

I will be sending you a
document with more
details. Let me know if you
have additional questions. 


